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Although microcredit is widely used in attempts to reduce poverty, its impacts on livelihoods and 

ecosystem are still controversial.  Conventional methods of analysis are limited by the 

embedding of microcredit impacts within highly complex systems with many uncertainties. In 

semiarid pastoral regions, coupled social-ecological systems (SES) models can include multiple 

interactions across spatiotemporal scales. In the past decade, microcredit programs have been 

rapidly deployed across China’s Inner Mongolian grasslands, with 91% of pastoralists in our 

study area using them. Although more than 97% of these pastoralists were able to pay back their 

loans on time in 2018, and living standards are increasing, the level of household borrowing is 

also increasing year by year.  Further, profits from livestock production are declining, and the 

grasslands are losing productivity. We tracked household data from G village in Inner Mongolia 

from 2009-2018, building an SES simulation model to analyze whether microcredit increases the 

vulnerability of the SES,  identify the impacts under different climate scenarios, and examine 

strategies to improve microcredit program design. Our study finds that microcredit increases SES 

vulnerability and is unsustainable in Inner Mongolia. Although microcredit provides funds to 

buy hay to reduce animal and production losses during drought, it facilitates overstocking that 

reduces grassland productivity and forage quality over time, causing pastoralists to need more 

hay in the future. When droughts continue and worsen, pastoralists must borrow still more 

money and the risks of being unable to repay, and to adapt to climate change, increase. We 

suggest that microcredit programs should consider climate and production uncertainties, with 

flexible repayment policies and supplemental climate index insurance. This research sheds light 

on the dynamics of non-equilibrium rangeland SES’ by incorporating a new factor in SES 

models,  i.e., capital inflow from outside communities from microcredit programs. Results can 

contribute to the sustainable development of financial programs for complex systems with 

multiple uncertainties.


